
Videos

Description

Each of the Youtube channels represented below are focused on different aspects of the Branch
message and are geared toward different audiences. Please read the short write-up for each
channel.

Note: The videos on this page are the most recently uploaded videos from each channel.

Advancing Adventism

This channel will educate you regarding the forgotten foundation and pillars of Seventh-day
Adventism together with new light that builds on the old. You’ll learn little-known yet very important
SDA history and doctrine from a perspective focused on what we need to know and do in the
present. Click Here to visit the channel or watch the most recent videos below:

Sabbath School With Branch Davidian

This channel gives Branch Davidian insights into the topics covered by the Seventh-day Adventist
Sabbath School Quarterly week by week. The videos are short, concise, and packed full of
valuable information. You can visit their channel here or watch their most recent videos below:

Are You Minding What Matters?

If you’re looking to think deeply about the nature of truth, how to find it, and what it looks like to
live according to it, this is the channel for you. We’ll explore the most fundamental and important
questions with careful thinking and our proverbial feet planted on material facts. You’ll learn to
consider the things that matter most from a well-rounded perspective that integrates philosophy,
history, logic, science, language, and whatever else is relevant to each question. You can click 
here to go to the channel, of you can watch the playlist below for our first series: Before Spirit Was
Spiritualistic: Philosophical Materialism from Genesis to Jesus.

Branch Davidian SDA

This channel houses our largest collection of videos to date. A vast number of topics are covered,
all explaining different aspects of the Branch message. Most of the older studies are recordings of

https://www.youtube.com/@advancingadventism
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCtANvWt-xgun27b9cUg6Mww/
https://www.youtube.com/@AreYouMindingWhatMatters


conference calls and so don’t have the best audio quality. But the most recent videos are mostly
from the Trent Wilde Blog Podcast (blog here – podcast here) and are quite good quality. You can
go to the full channel here or you can click play on the video below and watch the videos from the
Trent Wilde Blog playlist.

https://www.bdsda.com/category/trentwildeblog/
https://trentwildeblog.libsyn.com/
https://www.youtube.com/user/LatestNewsForMother/

